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Along with the Chinese economy rapid development, the economical development 
imbalance and the market rule are incomplete, the conflicts of interest enlarge and the 
society guard against the solution mechanism the lag, causes the massive lawsuits to 
rush Xiamen Court. This causes Xiamen Court to have to strengthen the 
informationization construction, promotes resources sharing, enhances the 
information the transmission speed, saves the lawsuit resources, convenient populace 
lawsuit.More importantly through the technical network informationization method, 
provides the powerful technical support for the court trial management, impels the 
court to realize the traditional management to the modern management 
transformation. 
This thesis from Nolan model and Mische model information system 
development phase theory, the analysis showed the Xiamen Court informationization 
developed each stage situation, in order to instructed Xiamen Court well the 
informationization construction. 
This thesis through the business process reengineering theory from  famous 
management scientist Michael Hammer, showed through the administrative business 
process reengineering, may realize the trial service flow highly effective.But must 
realize all these, cannot leave the court the informationization construction.This needs 
to transform the network system, build ‘data concentration’ mode, the development 
trial management software.Finally realizes the technical strong courtyard operation 
pattern and the management system, achieves the administration of justice network, 
the administration intellectualization, the personnel management informationization. 
This thesis introduced the Xiamen Court management information system 
constructed in recent years the survey, emphasized has established a set of perfect 
court synthesis information management system the importance.Not only it contained 
the court to handle a case with the work complete service, moreover became in judge 
handles a case, in the police officer work the very good servosystem, implemented the 















separation, examined supervises the separation” the principle, and take convenient, 
practical, stable, highly effective, safe as the criterion, enhanced handles a case with 
the work working efficiency is the goal, practically provided the modernized service 
for the court police officer. 
This research significance lies in, hoped can to be going to implement the 
informationization the government department and the enterprises and institutions 
provides the model. 
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落实计算机系统管理和监督。    







































1.3  研究的理论基础 





1.3.1.1 诺兰模型  




















































































































1.3.2 业务流程再造理论综述  
1.3.2.1 业务流程重组综述  
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